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CONCEPT PRO HAS AN IMPRESSIVE RANGE OF PRODUCTS 
FEATURING DEEP LEARNING VIDEO ANALYTICS.

• Identify the specific object you are interested in
• Understand what the intruder is doing on your site
• Dramatically reduce false alarms
• Receive only the events that matter 
• Increase business intelligence
• Provide commercial benefits to your customers

EVOLUTION OF ANALYTICS AND MONITORING IN CCTV SYSTEMS

DEEP LEARNING ANALYTICS
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STANDARD MOTION DETECTION

STANDARD VIDEO ANALYTICS

TRADITIONAL ANALYTICS

PIR SENSORS

Passive infrared (PIR) sensors use a pair 
of pyroelectric sensors to detect heat 
energy in the surrounding environment.

When a significant number of pixels change 
quickly that are aligned to the suite of 
behavioural rules such as line crossing or area 
intrusion an event is triggered. 

When a significant number of pixels change 
quickly an event is triggered. Motion of any kind 
is detected, such as trees blowing in the wind. 

See the motion markers in blue detecting the 
leaves blowing in the wind

Pros: Simple to set up with no additional equipment 
required

Cons: This causes a significant number of false 
detections from any kind of movement from foliage to 
changing lighting conditions, making this an inefficient 
method of monitoring a site.

Pros: Less false detections than motion detection and no 
additional equipment required

Cons: It is impossible to define what objects cause 
the event, so whilst this reduces the number of false 
detections it still leaves too many to make this an 
efficient method of monitoring a site

Pros: significantly less false detections than motion and 
traditional video analytics

Cons: Additional installation expense and they are still 
limited in scope.  
They can just monitor a simple area without any 
behavioural and tracking rules and suffer from false 
detections from animals and adverse weather
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WHAT ARE DEEP LEARNING VIDEO ANALYTICS  
AND WHY USE THEM?

Deep learning Video analytics are a type of imaging analysis that can be used to identify objects  
and track their behaviour in real time. 

Deep Learning Analytics differ significantly from traditional analytics. Deep Learning utilises multi-layer 
neural networks of algorithms to effectively learn what an object is. It then uses pixel values, edges, 
vector shapes and a host of other visual elements to recognise the objects. 

These AI algorithms have a multitude of applications but most prominently can be utilised to 
significantly cut down on false alarms to provide site monitoring where you can be confident  
you will receive notifications for only the events that matter.

Deep Learning algorithms can also be utilised to provide commercial benefits to your customers  
from operational efficiency, health & safety, facilities management and much more.

The events can also Integrate with third party equipment to provide solutions to specific  
challenges and create automated systems based on object detection and recognition.

DEEP LEARNING ANALYTICS
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DEEP LEARNING VIDEO ANALYTICS  
PRODUCT RANGE

Concept Pro video analytics are available in three different tiers. 

Each tier of video analytics is appropriate for different applications and comes at a different price point 
with differing levels of functionality.

• Deep Learning Eco

• Deep Learning 

• Deep Learning Plus

Deep Learning Eco and Deep Learning video analytics are the are included in our Concept Pro cameras.

Deep Learning Plus is an additional Analytics unit that can be used with our a selection of our Concept 
Pro recorder range or as a standalone unit to be used with any CCTV system with RTSP streams. 

ACCURACY MATTERS 

Accuracy amongst Deep Learning offerings can vary substantially depending on manufacturer and 
product type. The Concept Pro range of products all use highly efficient algorithms with sufficient 
resources and proven amongst a number of high-profile installations to give you peace of mind when 
using Concept Pro deep learning.
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DEEP LEARNING ECO
                                                  

WHAT IS IT?
Deep Learning Eco works by adding Deep Learning technology to Motion Events. This technology 
comes embedded in every Concept Pro IP camera from our new range meaning any new installation 
you complete with Concept Pro can have professional Deep Learning detection included as standard

HOW DOES IT WORK?
This technology works by looking at your defined area in cameras field of view and allowing you to 
select whether motion caused by a human, vehicle or bike will trigger an event. Object sensitivity 
can be customised and tweaked to suit the requirements of the scene and you can set up the same 
notifications and search for events as you would with standard motion detection through the NVR.  
As with standard motion detection this can be scheduled to be active as and when the site requires

WHAT IS IT SUITABLE FOR?
Deep Learning Eco is suitable for anything from false alarm filtering on a domestic install to monitored 
sites using IMMIX or sentinel 

FULL SETUP ON NVR
Fully setup all Deep Learning and Deep Learning Eco using the Concept Pro VUHDIP recorder range.
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DEEP LEARNING
WHAT IS IT?
Deep Learning video analytics is the next level up for Concept Pro Deep Learning and allows you to 
overlay behavioural and tracking rules to human and vehicle detection. This mean you can determine 
with immense accuracy what the object is and what it’s doing.

Deep Learning video analytics are available 
on all Concept Pro 8MP cameras & our 
ColourSmart range.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Deep Learning video analytics are simply set up through the Concept Pro NVR. 
Just select the type of object you wish to detect and overlay with any of the following rules

• Line Crossing (Bi Directional)
• Area Intrusion
• Area Entry
• Area Exit
• Loitering
• Area Enter and Stopped

You can see the trajectory an object is taking to ensure your setup is as intuitive and easy as possible.
To ensure you receive only the events that matter the Deep Learning Video Analytics come with 
additional options to configure the algorithm to the specific site challenges.

LINE CROSSING AREA ENTRY

AREA ENTRY & STOP

AREA INTRUSION

AREA EXIT LOITERING
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Confidence Threshold –  
The event will only trigger if the detection is at least 
certain percentage sure that the object is a Human, 
Bike or car.

Static Object Filter –  
This option can be selected to ignore objects that are 
not moving.

Embedded into the Concept Pro NVRs is a Deep 
Learning search menu to see helpful thumbnails 
and expandable information about each analytic 
event ensuring you can easily access the information 
important to you.

WHAT IS IT SUITABLE FOR?

Suitable for more advanced false alarm filtering where events based on the behaviour of the object are 
required such as perimeter defence or being notified if multiple people are hanging around an area for 
a defined period of time.

These rules also open up some commercial applications such as notifying staff in a retail environment if 
people spend a defined period of time in high ticket item areas allowing sales staff to convert the sale.

Person 100% Person 99%Person 98%

Car 100%

Car 98%
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DEEP LEARNING PLUS 
WHAT IS IT?
Deep learning plus is the Concept Pro Flagship deep learning system and unleashes the full potential 
of Deep Learning, rivalling leading VMS platforms for analytics capabilities. As well as having the full 
capability of Deep Learning Video analytics there are additional algorithms optimised for identifying 
humans and vehicles at high speed and far distance ensuring unrivalled accuracy at immense distances.

There are many more configurable set up options to ensure you can achieve the results you need in 
even the most challenging of scenes. These options include free drawn lines and areas to perfectly 
match the scene as well as additional false alarm reduction features such as ignore areas to block 
out troublesome parts of the scene such as reflections in windows. On top of human and vehicle 
detection there are also a host of additional algorithms available shown below. These be utilized to 
provide commercial benefits to your customers from operational efficiency, health & safety to facilities 
management and much more.
ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

FACE RECOGNITION Adds face recognition to the Deep Learning Plus Device. Create groups, whitelists & blacklists

FACE ANALYSIS & MASK DETECTION Adds ability to detect masks, faces being covered and if sunglasses being worn.

SOCIAL DISTANCE MEASURE Adds ability to trigger events when people are not observing a set social distancing rule.

OCCUPANCY CONTROL Adds ability to combine enter/exit people counts into a combined occupancy count.

THERMAL CAMERA HUMAN DETECTION Same functions as Human Detection algorithm, but optimised for thermal camera video streams.

SAFETY HELMET DETECTION Adds ability to detect if a person is wearing a safety helmet

SAFETY JACKET DETECTION Adds ability to detect if a person is or is not wearing a Safety Jacket

LICENCE PLATE RECOGNITION 
Adds licence plate recognition. Create groups, whitelists and blacklists.  
Alarms can be specified to occur for a specific number plate group or for unrecognised number plates

GENDER DETECTION Adds ability to trigger intrusion, line crossing, enter/exit, occupancy, loitering, stopping detection rules for male/female.

FALLEN PERSON DETECTION Adds ability to detect if a person has fallen over

ENHANCED VEHICLE DETECTION Adds expanded Vehicle object classification, including car, truck, bus, bicycle, & motorbike.

ACTIVE PRIVACY MASKING Automatically pixelates humans detected in the field of view.

Vehicle 98%
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HOW DOES IT WORK?
We’ve made the Deep Learning Plus available to use in a variety of ways from the simplest set up 
through the NVR with limited features through to full advanced set up unlocking all the functionality  
by directly connecting to the device its self.

The device is fully integrated with select Concept Pro 
recorders allowing you take full advantage of the NVRs 
event handling capabilities and utilise the deep learning 
event search menu to see helpful thumbnails and 
expandable information about each analytic event.

CONNECT TO ANY CCTV SYSTEM 
The device is also compatible with almost any CCTV system. Simply take the RTSP streams from the existing 
installation to add the full Deep Learning functionality regardless of which products are used on the installation

WHAT IS IT SUITABLE FOR?

False Alarm Filtering - Deep Learning Plus utilises false alarm filtering in a much agile way to allow for 
highly specific site monitoring. This allows you to not only define your confidence threshold and your 
static object filter, but also define:

Minimum and maximum object size
Draw areas and lines to perfectly match the scene
Number of frames the object is tracked before the object is classified
Analytic Exclusion zones
Double Knock with other analytics  
(EG a selected intrusion area only triggers if a defined line crossing has also triggered within 5 seconds)

These options mean your CCTV can provide you with  all the security and business information you will ever 
need to ensure you know exactly what is happening on your site by receiving only the events that matter.

DEEP LEARNING FALSE ALARM FILTERING

MOTION AREA
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THE DEEP LEARNING PLUS SPECIALIST ALGORITHMS

Deep Learning Plus isn’t just to detect intruders. It can provide a host of benefits in the following areas:

Access control
Integrate access control with the Deep Learning Plus Face Recognition algorithm  
to allow entry & trigger events based on black and white lists. 

Export data to see who has been on site and when.

Car park management
Manage entry to car parks utilising the licence plate recognition algorithm,  
complete with white and black list functionality. 

Export data to see which vehicles have been on site and when.

Health and Safety
A multitude of health and safety solutions can be provided with Deep Learning Plus.  
Use safety helmet and high vis jacket detection to ensure staff have the correct PPE.  
Trigger events to broadcast reminders or display messages when staff are detected to be 
wearing unsuitable PPE. Keep forklift trucks and people apart using simple human and vehicle 
detection with defined areas and provide advanced warnings to forklift truck drivers if people 
are within their zone. Be notified when a person has fallen over to respond to the incident 
quickly, ideal for areas where staff work alone or buildings with a high fall risk such as care 
homes and hospitals. Identify smoke and fires and respond before any serious damage occurs.

Business Intelligence
Collect data based on the DL PLUS AI analysis, and export automatically as CSV 
documents for easy analysis of data and trends. Directly integrate with existing business 
analysis tools by sending HTTP/TCP data on command to allow DL PLUS analytics to 
supercharge your existing data. Build your data analysis tools around the DL PLUS by 
utilizing the extremely developer friendly API document for optimum analysis detail.

Retail management
Accurately manage and measure the occupancy of the premises to understand peak 
times and where customers go in the store. Loitering zones in high ticket areas to notify 
sales staff when customers spend a pre defined period of time in the areas to increase 
sales conversion. 

Queue management – notify staff when queues reach a certain size.

Events
Understand the flow of people to efficiently deploy staff to the areas they are most 
needed. Measure the flow of people to ensure safe occupancy levels are not exceeded.

Temperature 36.4 ºC

Normal temperature.
Face mask detected.

Please proceed.

Nurse
Smith
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WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH YOUR ALARMS

One of the strengths of the Deep Learning Plus is the Event triggering can be as simple  
or as Complicated as you want. 

The DL PLUS event triggering can be used to send Heavily customised events designed  
to be integrated and customised based on what YOU need.

Emails (to notify your customer or a monitoring station)

HTTP/TCP commands to trigger web-based content or 3rd Party API integrations like CCTV 
equipment, PC software, Access and Intruder systems, Web Programs, Apps, ANPR systems,  
IOT devices and time and attendance systems

Relays to trigger more analogue switch-based equipment like switching Power, Lights, Opening 
gates, Older Access and intruder systems etc

Audio Back channel to automatically play MP3 or WAV audio files on command.

A suite of pre integrated VMS and servers such as Genetec and Amazon web servers

Automatically Generated site reports that are sent via Email or FTP at an interval decided by YOU
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WHY IS DEEP LEARNING SO MUCH BETTER?

FALSE ALARMS: 0
Deep Learning Plus is highly configurable so you only receive the events that matter

DEEP LEARNING

MOTION DETECTION DEEP LEARNING ECO

FALSE ALARMS: NUMEROUS
Animals,humans, vehicles and wind movement in 
trees that are not of interest may be picked up as 

alarms with PIR detectors

FALSE ALARMS: 4
Objects that resemble humans and vehicles may  

be picked up as alarms with Deep Learning
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SOUTHERN BRANCH

HEAD OFFICE

NORTHEAST OFFICE

NORTHWEST OFFICE

BOOK ONTO A TRAINING DAY 
AT A LOCATION NEAR YOU

Advanced CCTV Analytics Training
Learn how to design, integrate and commission 

advanced CCTV video analytics on our one day course.
 

Training available at 3 UK locations - Heckmondwike, West Yorkshire, 
Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire and The Wirral, Merseyside

 
Or why not book a demo day for you and your team at a location that suits you.

Simply get in touch at training@videcon.co.uk for more information
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